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Whats Inside . . .             Letter From The President
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Dave Wolfe

        Hello 2012.  Here we come!!!!

  Are you ready for the news that just might make each of you more excited than any Christmas 
present you just received!!! We are moving to the BIG CITY!!!! As in Oklahoma City!!!! As in the elite 
equine family in the county!!!! As in lots of stalls, lots of RV spots, lots of arenas and certainly not the 
least as in AIRCONDITIONING!!
 But that isnt all. We have been invited to join the prestegious Quarter Horse event “battle in 
the saddle”. The American Quarter Horse Association hosts the exciting event to showcase the Quarter 
Horse in a variety of events like cutting, team roping, barrels, versatility ranch horse mounted shooting 
and now Ranch Sorting. 
	 Alex	Ross	of	AQHA	made	a	specific	trip	to	our	finals	last	year	to	see	what	all	the	buzz	was	
about and he was so impressed that we immediately began working on plans to put it all together. There 
is no question that our sport will immediately become the leader in the battle in the saddle 
competitions. What a perfect way for us to showcases our sport to all these other disciplines!
	 There	has	been	many	details	worked	out	but	many	more	to	fine	tune.	As	always	we	will	want	to	
create a schedule that is contestant friendly so you can enjoy your week in the big city. There is lots to 
do	there	including	a	battle	in	the	saddle	finals	competition	that	shows	off	the	best	of	the	best.	Just	think,	
that may be you in our sport!!! 
	 I	hate	to	use	up	all	of	our	good	news	in	just	one	magazine	but	it	is	coming	from	every	
direction and we have to let you know. Within this issue are details of our four regional Super Sorts! 
Anyone can attend any or all of them but only contestants within the respective regions are eligible for 
the	high	point	prizes.	We	are	thrilled	to	be	giving	away	Todd	Jeys	custom	saddles!	These	are	not	just	
another saddle. They are what the best riders in the country are lining up to buy. Once you see them 
you will want one, so make plans to come win one.  It’s  all about quality leather works so we thought 
it	only	appropriate	to	also	be	giving	away	some	top	of	the	line	Justin	Boots.	Something	we	all	need	and	
can enjoy for years.
 In the last few months our phones have been busy visiting with many new producers all across 
the country.  We are excited to have many new states on board with RSNC sanctioned events. That 
brings more competition and more new friend to the sport. Be sure to check out the calendar for all of 
the new events.
 If you are familiar with the rodeo industry you will surely have heard about the Flying U 
Rodeo Company and its founder Cotton Rosser.  I had the pleasure of meeting Mr Rosser recently and 
telling him about our association. To say the least he was impressed and, being the promoter that he is, 
quickly asked how he could help. It took me about two seconds to throw some ideas together and get 
the ball rolling. I could not be more excited to team up with the Flying U Rodeo Company for a West 
Coast Series that will be phenomenal. It will start in Carson City Nevada and culminate with a big 
finals	late	in	the	fall.	It	is	an	honor	to	have	such	an	iconic	promoter	helping	us	introduce	our	sport	to	
the rodeo industry and to ranch sorters throughout the Western US.
 Be sure to check with your state fair to see if we will be hosting a RSNC Fair event. We are 
signing up lots of fairs across the country. It s the perfect way to bring the family to the fair and win a 
state fair buckle!
 There are now many new State Champions wearing those great looking Cripple Creek vests. 
Congratulations	to	each	of	you	for	a	great	year.	All	you	need	now	is	some	new	Justin	Boots,	a	Maynard	
buckle	and	hopefully	a	Todd	Jey	saddle!!!		They	are	all	ripe	for	the	picking	so	start	making	plans	now	
to go get ya one!!!
     
    Its time to get excited for the year ahead!
     
    OKC here we come!!!
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TITLE SPONSOR OF RSNC NATIONAL FINALS

Gillette, WY
Thar’s Ranch Sorting, Thanksgiving weekend Sort.

In Gillette, Wyoming on November 26 -27. We all had a lot to 
be thankful for! With 437 runs & paying out over $13,800.00 

in jackpot money! We would like to say thank you to our 
sponsors. Thar’s & Feed & Ranch Supply, N-Line services, 
Thunder Basin Ford, Animal Medical Center, Hubbard Life, 

Vern’s MFG., Inc., Kissack Water & Oil, Robertson transport, 
Quality Aggregate, & Shock Boot Repair.

11-26-12 Class winners
All Levels: 1 - Jeremy Reynolds &Gary Thar $314.16 a man

2- Kirby Warner & David Horn $294.48 a man
3-Rachel Haiar & Lisa Horn $184.80 a man

#13: 1 – Dave Helm & Cody Haiar $319.20 a man
2- Zane Thar & Jeremy Reynolds $ 239.40 a man

3- Rachel Haiar & Jeremy Reynolds $159.60 a man
#11 :  1- Dave Helm & Cody Haiar $350.04 a man

2- Rachel Haiar & Lisa Horn $277.97 a man
3- Lisa Horn & Kirby Warner $205.91 a man

#11 RH: Sorter 1- Kathy Straight $287.77
2- Joe Warner $228.52
3- Coy Thar $ 169.28

Gate 1- Jeremy Reynolds $230.21`
2- Kirby Warner $182.82

3- Dave Horn $135.42
#6: 1- Jack Moore & Kelle Thar $165.50 a man
2- Bob Hageman & Jack Moore $ 97.50 a man

3- Gary Thar & Courtney Reynolds $65.00
#4 HC: 1- David Honeycutt & Kevin Speer $195.00 a man

2- Rick & Lori Errington $146.25 a man
3- Matt Vercimack & Stacey Thar $97.50 a man

11-27-11
All Level: 1- Rachel Haiar & David Horn $310. 80 a man

2- Denny Selting & Rick Errington $233.10 a man
3- Claudia Hereshey & Zane Thar $155.40 a man

Youth: 1- Courtney Reynolds $70.00
2- Courtney Reynolds $42.00
3- David Honeycutt $28.00

#10: 1- Kevin Speer & Lisa Horn $266.80 a man
2- Lisa Horn & Rick Errington $151.20 a man

3- Cody Haiar & Lisa Horn
#11 RH: Sorter 1- Lorie Errington $240.00

2- Courtney Reynolds $180.00
3- Courtney Reynolds $120.00

Gate1-David Horn $192.00
2- Lisa Horn $144.00
3- Cody Haiar $96.00

#10 Masters: 1- Kirby Warner & Denny Selting $260.40 a man
2- Kirby Warner & Dave Helm $195.30
3- Dave Helm & Kevin Speers $130.20

#4: 1- Rachel Haiar & Christan Railsback $134.38
2- Harold Gage & Jeremy Reynolds $80.63 a man

3- Jerry Vessler & Lisa Winjum $53.75 a man

We would like to give a BIG THANK YOU to all our 
contestants, for make our show so successful & fun it could 

not be done without you, also thank you to our crew for 
making our events run so smoothly! 

Hope to see you Jan. 7th in Douglas, WY for the WY state 
finals. Thanks Again!

Cattle changing Crew- We love you! Kelly 
Reynolds, Chirstina Railsback, Dan Reynolds, 
and Aldin Reynolds.

Pee-Wee sort Cade Thar and Dick SchofiledJeremy Reynolds on Hickory
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Mercedes, TX
Wow!  What a day!  The weather was great, cattle were awesome, sorters were 

on their game and tens were cheap. To get a check you had to be fast and 
focused.  In ALHC Harold Waite and Rafael Cisneros turned in a smoking 24.85 

on ten with their HC.  That set the tone for the day and it was fast and furious.  
Super sorter Rodi Torres and his grandfather Randy Main dominated the 

competion as they won the Rookie RH and the #10 HC classes.  Randy teamed 
with daughter Sandy to win the #6.  Rodii also won the #4 with Becky Curl.  

Sixto collected four 2nd place checks to round out the day.  Awesome day guys!  
Joe Vela and Pete Gilman won the ALHC and Bobby Sparks and Joe Rodriquez 

won the Masters to round out the day.  A huge thank you to Purina Mills for 
sponsoring this event.  That good Purina feed is obviously working well for 

these high performance sorting horses.  All in all it was a great day and we are 
all looking forward to the South Texas State Finals at Robstown, Tx on January 
21,2012.  Hopefully it will be relatively warm there.  Ya’ll come sort with us.
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Castle Rock, CO
This charity event was held by Producers Walt Booth (Castle Rock) & 
Ric Noring (Cactus Creek) on November 12, 2011 at Douglas County 
Fairgrounds in Castle Rock, Colorado. The producers and volunteers 
did a tremendous job of getting the word out to existing members and 
equestrian riders who had never competed in a Ranch Sorting Event.  

There were a total of 264 teams that rode and had a great time! This event 
was overall a success even given it was a first time event in Castle Rock 

and had computer issues at start-up.  Producers express great appreciation 
for your patience during this maiden voyage event.  “Saddle Up for St. 

Jude’s” set a goal to raise $2500.  At the time this article was sent, RSNC 
had not made the financial goal, however, did meet the goal of supporting 
St. Jude’s. Special thanks goes to the Cherry Valley Renegades 4-H Club, 
FFA group, the Boy Scout Troops for providing concessions, horse care 

and general all around customer satisfaction at the event.  Also, for all the 
volunteers that went above and beyond to help with the show we, thank 

you for donating your time for a important cause. Thank you to our 
amazing sponsors who helped make this event successful: 

BeefDirect2U.com, Rockyard American Grill and Brewing Company, 
IMI, Best Western – Castle Rock, Wrangler, Boulet, Cactus Creek Ranch, 

RSNC, VetLink, Murdoch’s, Matthew Fry State Farm, 4-H, FFA, 
Braveheart Samoyeds, Wall Evolution, Riverbend Equipment, Triple D 

Ranch, Cathy Croley, Colleen McKinney, and Greg Balen.

List of Winners:  
Youth Class-Kody Ward

Beginner RH-Wren LeVan 
Beg/Rookie RH-Leslie Gale and Richard Singhas

#6 HC-Cheryl Jett and Haley Pavlick
#12 Masters HC-Pat Nieman and Mike O’Brien

#10 HC-Justin Riley and Kason Wolfe

Speciality Awards – Awards were given out to each class from sponsors 
and donations through random drawings or placings.  Trophies were 

provided to all youth riders donated from Triple D Ranch.  

The Goal of St. Jude’s Children’s Research Hospital
The goal is to help St. Jude’s continue its current success rate, not only in 

the area shown below, but all areas of the services that they pursue.

This event is significantly more far reaching than the kid’s in need. St. 
Jude’s assist’s kids that are not known to be in need, family unity, 
community involvement for kid/s and their families, equestrian 

excellence, support of Agriculture and of course once again proves that…
“Corporate America still supports the grass roots efforts that make this 

country strong.”

St. Jude’s  Diagnosis Survival Rate
•Acute lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL), most common form of childhood 

cancer   94%   
•Hodgkin lymphoma (cancer of the lymph system)  90%   

•Medulloblastoma (a type of brain tumor) 85%   
•Wilms tumor (kidney tumor) 90%

•For more information visit http://www.stjude.org
 

Again, we cannot thank everyone enough for coming out to ride and 
supporting Saddle Up for St. Jude’s Children’s Hospital.  

RSNC Members Support “Saddle Up for St. Jude’s 
Children’s Hospital”
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RSNC – Regional Super Sort Time!
 The explosive 2012 Ranch Sorting National Championship season is ramping up 
all across the country as sorters begin looking forward to the brand new RSNC Regional 
Super Sort events. The Regional Super Sorts will become a huge attraction to the sorting 
family with a great prize line and lots of great sorting action. The RSNC is looking forward 
to this year’s Regional Super Sort Events and a chance to spread the taste of the fabulous 
RSNC National Finals all across the country.
 This years four Regional Super Sorts events will offer sorters of every caliber a 
chance to compete and drop their name into the winners pages of the RSNC. In addition, the 
event will carry the RSNC into the end of the season as sorters begin to turn their attention 
towards the National Finals event on the Fourth of July week in Oklahoma. 
 The first of the four events will kick off in Wichita Falls, Texas at the South Central 
Regional Super Sort. The first of this year’s Regional Super Sorts action will play out on 
February 10-12, 2012 at the J. S. Bridwell Ag Center, an open door for some of the toughest 
sorting action of the year. Sorters can then look forward to the Eastern Regional Super Sort 
action on March 30 through April 1, 2012 in White Pine, Tennessee. This event will take 
place at the Walters State Great Smokey Mountain Expo Center and offer up some of the 
great Regional Super Sort action to competitors in the Eastern area of the country. In April, 
the North Central Regional Super Sort will be hosted in Loveland, Colorado at The Ranch 
on April 6 through 8, 2012.  Always a great event at a great venue, this is sure to be another 
grand event for the RSNC and all of the North Central sorters. From there, the RSNC will 
head to the Carson City Fairground in Carson City, Nevada on April 20 through 22, 2012 
for the Western Regional Super Sort. This will wrap up this years Regional events and allow 
sorters to set their sights to the RSNC National Finals Championship event in Oklahoma.
 The RSNC has already topped records this season as more and more newcomers 
are riding their way toward winning inside RSNC events all across the country. The Regional 
Super Sort Events will keep things going strong as many of these first timers, as well as 
veterans of the sport are gearing up to be part of the RSNC action. To make things even 
bigger and better, the RSNC is packing the Regional Super Sort events with lots of prizes. 
With affordable entry fees, Todd Jeys trophy saddles up for grabs, as well as Justin boots, 
RSNC trophy Jackets or Iconoclast boots and many Maynard Buckles, sorters will have a 
chance to win and win big.
 Each of the four Regional Super Sorts events will host classes for everyone with 
all of the goodies and treats expected by the leading ranch sorting association, RSNC. Each 
event will host a total of 14 different classes for sorters to compete in. On each of the Friday 
performances, the RSNC will host the AQHA Sorting Open, Am and Youth as well as the All 
Levels class, #12 Handicap, and #4. On Saturday, each Regional Super Sort will host a #14 
Ranch Hand, Rookie #11 Handicap, Masters #10 Handicap, #6 and a Youth Beginner/Class. 
Each event will wrap up on Sunday with more 60% payout classes. These will include the 
Sadie Hawkins, #11 Handicap, #11 Ranch Hand Handicap and the #8 Handicap. Following 
the Sadie Hawkins class each Sunday will be the Beginner Sort which is one of the biggest 
classes in our sport. Each days sorting action will begin at 9 a.m. with books opening an 
hour before at each Regional Super Sort. Sunday morning events will kick off with Cowboy 
Church at 8 a.m. Each of the Regional Super Sorts events will host the RSNC format of a 
5-ride limit and sorters can pick up to 4 partners with one draw, or draw up to all 5 partners. 
Sorters who pick at least one partner must draw one as well.
 In  addition to the big money awarded to winners at the Regional Super Sorts 
events, there will be plenty of prizes up for grabs as well. The RSNC is awarding saddles to 
the Highpoint #2 and under champion, Highpoint #3 & 4 sorting champion and the #5 and 
above Highpoint champion. Reserve winners will be awarded Justin boots. RSNC Trophy 
jackets or Iconoclast boots will be awarded to the champions throughout the weekend. These 
include winners of the All Levels sort, #12 Handicap, #14 Ranch Hand, Masters #10, Sadie 
Hawkins,, #11 Ranch Hand Handicap and the #8 Handicap. Sorting champions in the #6, #4, 
#11 Rookie Handicap, Youth Beginner and Beginner classes will be awarded championship 
trophy buckles.
As the 2011/12 season rolls towards the Regional Final Super Sorts, the RSNC will continue 
to offer their free membership program to keep new faces heading into the sorting pens. 
Additionally, the Regional events will help qualify sorters for the RSNC sort for the saddles 
challenge and the RSNC National Finals.
 Sorters need to be sure to practice up and be prepared for this year’s Regional 
Super Sorts action. The winning will be abundant and the excitement will be second to 
none. The RSNC is preparing for great turnouts at each of these events and looking forward 
to continuing the great season. They are already on tap to top last years mark in number of 
members, overall cash and prize payout and the exciting growth of the sport of ranch sorting. 
So climb aboard, enter up and sort your way towards your share of this year’s RSNC 
championships at one or more of the RSNC Regional Super Sorts!

The First of Four
 Sorting Texas style, the first of this year’s RSNC Regional Super Sorts will land in 
Wichita Falls, Texas on February 10-12, 2012. Sorters will find Wichita nestled in the North East 
corner of the Panhandle/Plains area of North Texas opening the door for sorters from all across 
the great states of Texas, Oklahoma, Missouri, Louisiana and Arkansas to participate in one of this 
year’s most anticipated and biggest events. The RSNC will open things up at the J. S. Bridwell Ag 
Center with lots of money and prizes on hand to be awarded. There will be 60% payouts in many 
classes, 50% payout in the beginner and youth classes. In addition, there will be saddles, jackets, 
boots and buckles given to this year’s top riders throughout the event. The South Central Regional 
Super Sort is the first on the list of four Regional events across the country allowing sorters in 
Wichita Falls to have a chance at these grand prizes and great sorting fun.
 By most accounts Wichita Falls can be summed up with two words, pleasant and 
comfortable. This will be a welcoming sight for sorters who take the quest to be at the South Central 
Regional Super Sort. Even with a population of approximately 104,000+, the city is family oriented 
and a great place to spend a weekend. Not only will the sorting action be fun and exciting, the visit 
to Wichita Falls will offer a relaxing and fun time outside the arena walls. 
 Wichita Falls offers considerable cultural activities from the symphony to good old Texas 
rodeos events. Wichita Falls prides itself on having something for everyone. Sorters can also enjoy 
the Wichita Falls ballet troupe, museums, community theaters featuring everything from 
Shakespeare to rock concerts, professional hockey, skate park, municipal golf course, college 
football and basketball, festivals and fairs, family entertainment centers and nearby lakes and 
mountains. Wichita Falls offers year-round entertainment and activities that are guaranteed to keep 
you and your family as busy as your schedule will allow.
 The City has a wonderful thirteen mile long trail system that winds through 
neighborhoods, but if you are like a lot of vistors, you will want to see the spring that lends to the 
city’s name. In that case, you can head to, “The Waterfall.” This 54 foot man-made falls, completed 
in 1986, replaced the original falls that washed away more than 100 years ago. Visitors can enjoy 
miles of landscaped, lighted, all-weather walking trails. Lined with benches, the paths wind along 
the Wichita River from the Falls to the beautiful 170-acre Lucy Park, complete with log cabin, 
pavilions, pool, duck pond and Lucy Land Playground.
 During the weekend of the RSNC event, the Wichita Falls Symphony Orchestra will 
present guest artists The Texas Tenors to the stage. The event will take place on February 11, at 8 
p.m. at the Memorial Auditorium at 1300 Seventh Street, in downtown Wichita. If you are not one 
to sit and enjoy a symphonic musical, maybe you would rather try your luck at a casino table game 
or hit the slots at one of two casinos in Wichita Falls. The Comanche Red River Casino offers 1,150 
slots, 12 table games including Texas Hold’em, Blackjack and Craps. Along with the casino, you 
can enjoy the Red River Lounge, Oasis Grill and other casino entertainment. The Kiowa Casino 
offers 960+ slot machines, 20 game tables including Texas Hold’em, Blackjack, Spanish 21 and 
Diceless Craps. The Kiowa also offers plenty of entertainment and dining including the Morning 
Star Steakhouse, Buffet & Winner’s Circle Bar & Grill.
 Wichita Fallls offers plenty of nightlife attractions as well. From a neighborhood hotspot, 
to the most up-do-date dancehall and bar, you are sure to find your favorite. The Bar-L has been a 
local favorite for over 50 years! They offer some of the best barbeque in the area and have become 
famous for their ribs. Denim and Diamonds is one of Wichita Falls newest and most complete 
country and western dance clubs. Above nightclubs Wichita offers even more in the way of great 
restaurants. From American food favorites, mexican food, barbeque, local flavors, bar & grill and 
steak and seafood, the local dining is second to no other mid-sized city in America.
 Getting away from the action inside the RSNC arena, sorters can take in the sights of 
Wichita Falls and visit any of the cities great museums including the Wichita Falls Railroad 
Museum Open Saturdays Noon-4 p.m. Visitors can step aboard vintage trains and take a trip back 
in time to learn about the history of the railroads that once ran through this area. The Depot Square 
Antique District offers six city blocks centered around the Farmer’s Market. It is a journey back 
through time to include a visit the many amazing antique malls and stores, then there is always 
lunch at one of the local favorites. Visitors can also enjoy the Memorial Auditorium. Built in the late 
1920’s, the last area Indian battle was fought only 10 years before on the bluff where the Memorial 
Auditorium now stands. In the early days, Will Rogers chewed gum, twirled ropes and performed 
on the stage along with Al Jolsen, Louis Armstrong, Elvis Presley, Duke Ellington, Ethel 
Barrymore, Helen Keller, Gene Autry and Bob Hope who has all graced the stage with their 
presence. Finally, visitors will have a chance to see what North Texas is all about at the Museum 
of North Texas History. The Museum strives to collect items and present exhibits that preserve and 
interpret the history of North Texas.
 The RSNC is excited to bring sorters to Wichita Falls for the first of four Regional Super 
Sorts. Not only will the action inside the J. S. Bridwell Ag Center be exciting, sorters will have a 
chance to enjoy a great city, tucked into the corner of Texas that offers access to many different 
areas of the country. For local Texans to surrounding states, the South Central Regional Super Sort 
will be an event sorters will not want to miss!
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New ostrich styles. Boots that make a statement.

www.JustinAQHA.com
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Amarillo, TX
Panhandle Team Penning Association (PTPA)

Amarillo, Texas
RSNC – Ranch Sorting at the Tri State Fair Grounds Bill 

Cody Arena
October 15, 2011

The PTPA GOES PINK 

PTPA had 338 teams in attendance.  All proceeds, total of 
$8,000 from the show went to the Susan G. Komen 

Foundation by selling class sponsorships, silent auction 
and profit of the show.

Buckles were presented to the winners in each class and 
buckets with Pink prizes were presented to the 1st out of 
the money,  the buckets were presented by the Amarillo 

Bulls Hockey Micheal Harre’.    

Buckle Winners:
All Levels Jim Bridwell & Pete Gibbs
#13 Pete Gibbs  & Cathy Herrmann

#10 Bob McPherson & Cassie Salzbrenner
#10 Masters  Roger Shorb & John Bagley

#11Rookie 2 cap   Clint  Dawes & Robert McGregor
#8 Cathy Herrmann & Carrie Dodson

#6 Stacy Horton & Elaine Tucker
#4 Debbie Dawes & Clint Dawes

 
Bucket Winners for First out of the Money:

Al Levels Ray Lermon & Jim Bridwell
#13 Wendy Barnes & Casey Coleman
# 10 Jim Bridwell & Cathy Herrmann

#10 Masters Debbie Dawes & Brenda Holland
#11 Rookie 2 cap Olivia Garcia & Robbie Salzbrenner

#8 Harvey Gibbs & Lon Vansandt
#6  Doug Prichett & Rick Shaver
#4 Ron Crist & Savannah Dawes
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Joints
Gastric Support 

Blood/Vascular
Hoof

Digestion
Skin/Coat

Advanced 
Joint Support Formula
Plus 125 mgs of H/A!

Introductory
SPECIAL
OFFER!

UNITED VET EQUINE
800-328-6652

www.UnitedVetEquine.com

EXCEED 6-WAY™ (Pellets)
6 lb    (Approx. 1 mo. supply) ..........................$89.95 FOB

12 lb    (Approx. 2 mo. supply) ........................$174.75 FOB
24 lb    (Approx. 4 mo. supply) ........................$335.50 FOB

Costs approx. $2.73 per serving

MATRIX 5™ H/A (Pellet)

   5 lb       (Approx. 3 mo. supply) .......................................$87.90 FOB
 10 lb       (Approx. 5 mo. supply) .....................................$169.75 FOB
 20 lb       (Approx. 10 mo. supply) ...................................$329.95 FOB

Costs Approx. $2.12 per serving

RSNC Members –
15% OFF either product!

When calling, use Code RSNC11

MATRIX 5 H/AMATRIX 5 ™ H/A

High level 

support –

ALL-IN-ONE 

PRODUCT!

Judges
Testing

To all RSNC members and producers.
 

Upon request of the membership, RSNC will 
now require all judges to pass a judge’s exam 

before judging/flagging RSNC events February 
1st and beyond. The exam is now available to all 
producers for distribution to the judges of their 
choice. Once the test is taken the judge must 

return it to the RSNC office email: info@rsnc or 
fax: 970-897-2921.

 
All current judges who pass the exam will be 

listed on the RSNC web site as approved RSNC 
judges. This assures the producer and 

membership that judges are familiar with the 
rules and standard of conduct at all RSNC events.

 
Furthermore all judges wishing to receive 

recommendation from RSNC to become an 
AQHA Special Event Judge must be on the 

current RSNC Judges list. 

AQHA Partner Alliance – Dual Qualifying Show Information
Finally…Dual Qualifying Shows AQHA & RSNC!

Exciting news for ALL RSNC members wishing to earn AQHA points on their Quarter Horse! With the new Partner Alliance with AQHA, 
producers can now co-sanction the Open and Youth Divisions. This will give you the opportunity to qualify and earn points in both associations in the 
same class. Starting January 1, 2012, with sanctioning approval from both associations, producers can now offer a RSNC All Levels Class and those 
wishing to earn AQHA points can designate their AQHA team to earn AQHA points at the same time. The AQHA Amateur class must be separate but 
the same co-sanctioning opportunity exists for the Youth class. The one minute time limit of the 1st round will determine the AQHA placing and the 

second or consecutive rounds will determine the RSNC placing. This allows the producer to draw contestants from both organizations and allows 
contestants to save money while qualifying for the huge payouts at the RSNC National Finals and the AQHA World Show Finals. Until rules are 
unified AQHA rules will be followed on co-sanctioned classes. AQHA does have 120 day application deadline so be sure to plan now and contact 

AQHA (806) 376-4811.

With AQHA Partner Alliance Status the 4 RSNC Regional Super Sorts and RSNC National Finals will be Double AQHA point classes giving 
everyone a huge head start on their qualification process. This is a win/win for all involved and especially for the sport of Ranch Sorting.

If you have questions, contact  the RSNC office at:info@rsnc.us or 970-897-2901.
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Woodland, CA
The Historic Nelson Ranch RSNC ranch sorting started off with beautiful weather 

that turned to rain mid day and then wind finishing out with a sunny lovely day.  The 
sorters were tough and dedicated and took cover under the trees. Just as we were 

getting ready to move the event indoors the rain stopped.  A second set of pens was 
available for sorters to practice on a herd at no charge. The arena stayed in great 
shape and the flagger Nick did an outstanding job all day. Teresa Canada kept the 
event rolling. The cattle were great and payouts awesome. There was great food 

with John’s special tri tip sandwiches with grilled onions and baked beans. The fun 
was watching the kids participate and have a good time. We all have to do the best 
with our kids and having an event where all family members can participate makes 

it fun and lets them enjoy themselves while being around the cowboy lifestyle.  This 
imparts confidence and good values that was reflected in the big smiles.  Jackpots 

paid out $2735. 

We are getting ready for the series finals . There are 132 sorters qualified for the 
California Series PEDRO LIZAMA is leading the Open, Amateur is held by Conrad 

Stitser, followed by WENDY WEDEMEYER and DANIELLE QUINN, Top 3 in 
Novice is being lead by Richard Evans, followed by Billy Grissom and Joe Sanford, 
Rookie 2 is being lead by Cody Evans, followed by Tandra Evans and then Suzanne 

Marsh, Beginner is currently lead by Nancy Boswell and second is tied between 
Mike Grider and Kathy Hayden and then Deana Drake . Riders must show at 5 out of 
11 events to qualify for high points between the Historic Nelson Ranch, Wedemeyer 

Ranch and Golden States Horseshows. Awards will be given out in December at 
the Historic Nelson Ranch.  Hide on headstalls to first, Reins to second and special 

awards to third and fourth.  
Brenda Cedarblade

Tack Warehouse & Historic Nelson Ranch
http://www.historicnelsonranch.com 

530-304-0140
 Add us on Face Book For Ranch Updates!

http://www.facebook.com/brendacedarblade
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 The name Cotton Rosser goes hand and hand with the world of professional rodeo. With more than fifty years as one 
of the best professional rodeo stock contractors in the business and producer of some of the largest and most prestigious 
rodeos in the West, Rosser and his Flying U Rodeo family have made history inside the sport. As one of the old-timers 
of the stock contracting business, Rosser has always been on the cutting edge of entertainment in the rodeo arena. His 
flamboyant style of production, along with some of the best stock in the business has allowed him to stand above the rest 
keeping alive the great wild west action inside the arena. In addition, Rosser has been an influential part of 
professional rodeo. As a member of the PRCA (Professional Rodeo Cowboys /Association) board, he has helped form the 
sport throughout the years, which by all accounts has stood the test of time and continued to grow throughout the years. 
His hand in his events, as well as the Wrangler National Finals Rodeo in Las Vegas, Nevada has been substantial and 
certainly they would not be where they are today with out his leadership.
 If you have ever had the chance to attend a Flying U Rodeo produced event or see some of the opening acts at the 
Wrangler National Finals Rodeo, RodeoHouston at the Houston Livestock Show or the Grand National Rodeo in San 
Francisco, you have seen a glimpse of the entertainment showcase of Rosser and his production company. No doubt, 
Rosser holds the true spirit of the Wild West close to his heart which he easily transformed into the world of rodeo. 
“I have been in the rodeo business for 56-years this year and trying to keep rodeo and the western lifestyle alive in 
California,” Said Rosser just after returning from this year’s Wrangler National Finals in Las Vegas, Nevada.
 Cotton and his wife, Karin, live near Marysville, California and along with their family, their lives revolve around 
professional rodeo. The spirit and showmanship of the West is alive and well in the form of Cotton Rosser and he is truly 
one of the greats in the sport of rodeo. He continues to keep the American Cowboy spirit alive. This is ever apparent at 
the events he works with. These include such great rodeos as the Red Bluff Roundup in Red Bluff, California, The Reno 
Rodeo in Reno, Nevada, The Grand National Rodeo in San Francisco, California and the Oakdale Saddle Club rodeo in 
Oakdale, California just to name a few. He has a full schedule of PRCA (Professional Rodeo Cowboy Association), PBR 
(Professional Bull Riders), and many Open rodeo events throughout the year.
 Inside the arena, Rosser has continued to bring new and exciting events to his rodeos to keep the entertainment value at 
its best and the excitement level even more electrifying. Events such as Bull Poker, Roman Chariot Races, Bull 
Teeter-Totter and the “Wild Ride,” along with top bucking horses and bulls make his events top-notch. Always on the 
cutting edge of rodeo and searching for more ways to entertain crowds with true American West sports, Rosser has turned 
his attention to the sport of Ranch Sorting. As his rodeo events continue to grasp the excitement of thousands of 
spectators each year, Rosser is teaming up with the RSNC to bring ranch sorting under the spotlight of the rodeo world. 
Under the watchful eye of Rosser and the RSNC, sorters can look forward to attend up to about a dozen of this year’s 
Flying U rodeo events along the west coast and have a 
chance to compete alongside professional rodeo cowboys 

and cowgirls. Rosser and the RSNC is excited about this venture and looking forward to bringing the sport to a whole new 
audience.
“I thought the RSNC did a great job at their Ranch Sorting event at the Cow Palace, using two arenas, along with the large 
number of entries, I thought it was great and it welcomed horse people to have fun,” said Rosser. “I think it (Ranch 
Sorting) is attractive to new people. Ma’s, Pa’s and the whole family can enjoy ranch sorting and help keep the West alive. 
I also think it will bring new people to rodeos and let others see what ranch sorting is all about. We have to work out a few 
details to make it work in the time frame of the rodeos, but I am glad to help the RSNC and ranch sorting.”
 The RSNC looks forward to this opportunity as well. Not only will it open the gates for more sorting action along 
the West Coast, but the chance to show the sport off to many new potential sorters is one more great way to help the 
continued growth of the sport. 

“The opportunity to have such an ionic promoter of the western lifestyle to promote Ranch Sorting is phenomenal,” 
said RSNC President Dave Wolfe. “It is an honor to have Cotton Rosser recognize the fun and excitement Ranch S
orting is bringing to horse owners everywhere.”

With Rosser bringing ranch sorting to a new arena, who knows where it will stop. As a professional, well respected stock 
contractor who has made significant changes to the professional rodeo scene throughout the years, his influence can carry 
lots of weight to other contractors across the country who are looking to bring new and exciting events to their events as 
well. Not only does Ranch Sorting offer a unique and exciting addition to the rodeo floor, many spectators can ultimately 
head home ready to try their hand at sorting. With RSNC’s format of free memberships that welcome newcomers, plenty 
of classes for them to compete in and a classification system that keeps the excitement of sorting fun and enjoyable, the 
prospect of reaching these new, vast audiences is awesome.
 Sorters on the West Coast and those in the Western states will have the first chance to shine under the rodeo 
spotlight. Rosser and the RSNC are working on a special event format that offers sorters a chance to not only compete for 
great payouts and prizes in the RSNC classes, but compete during the rodeo performances as well. Both Rosser and the 
RSNC have high hopes the action will not only give each event a new and exciting look, but open the door for many more 
events to follow in suite in other areas of the country. You can watch for more details on these new events soon. 
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“Cotton Rosser in front of the Cow Palace at the Grand National rodeo 
in San Francisco, California”

“Cotton Rosser”
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Tunica, MS
The Buckner Family would like to express our deepest gratitude for all the people who 
came and supported our first annual RSNC Sorting held in Tunica, MS on December 
9- 11, 2011. We had an amazing turnout. People came from Oklahoma, North Carolina, 
Texas, Tennessee, Arkansas, Louisiana, Alabama, New York, and Mississippi to compete 
for beautiful Maynard buckles and prize money of over $23,000. This show brought in 43 
new members to the RSNC Family. We ran a total of 724 teams in 3 days and each day 
was over by 4.

Friday morning started off a little chilly with a 25 man round robin paying out $7,500. 
Kelly Downs took home a check for $2250. Terry Brooks made his trip worth while tak-
ing home 2nd, 3rd was Lynn Mayall, 4th Kevin Hosea, and 5th David Walker. Good job 
guys.

The All Levels Handicap was the first class for Saturday with teams fighting for $2,268.
1st Sonya Buckner and Nancy Perry $771.12  2nd Jane Blackburn and Brian Buckner 
$612.36 3rd Darren Detmer and David Walker $453.60 4th Lynn Mayall and Stephanie 
Detmer $226.80 5th Brian McClain and Andy Schultz $204.12

The #10 Handicap had 56 teams going for $2,486. 1st Pete Margos and Alan Kees 
$845.38, 2nd Jana Mills and Nick Mills $671.33, 3rd Sheridan Kee and Tommy Naylor 
$497.28, 4th Danny Brown and Sonya Buckner $248.64, 5th Codi Kee and Alan Kee 
$223.78

The Beginner Sort had 31 teams competing for $620. 1st Rocky Blackburn and Lindsey 
Moncus $248, 2nd Clint Johnson and Michael Lambert $186, 3rd Chuck Jones and Mike 
Kesterson $124, 4th Mike Kesterson and Wendy Brown $62.

#6 Sort had 76 teams running for $2109.1st Michael Lambert and Rod Eddie $718, 2nd 
Brandon Moncus and Lindsey Moncus $570, 3rd Michael Lambert and David Walker 
$422, 4th Tammie Walker and Brian McClain $210, 5th Sheila Snyder and Rip Rippy 
$190.

The last class of the day was the #11 Ranch Hand Handicap Sort with over 47 teams 
competing for $1,410. 1st Rocky Blackburn and Brian Buckner $480, 2nd Rip Rippy and 
Brian Buckner $380, 3rd Brandon Moncus and Brian Buckner $282, 4th Leila Savage 
and Eddie Savage $142, 5th Jamie Mixon and Brandy Wiley $126.

Sunday morning we started off the day just as cool but everyone was ready to ride and in 
good spirits. The #13 Handicap lead the day off with 32 teams after $1,836.1st Neal 
Freeman and Darren Detmer $ 734, 2nd Rip Rippy and Brian Buckner $550, 3rd Brandy 
Wiley and Jane Blackburn $368, 4th Rod Eddie and David Walker $184.

#10 Masters Handicap with 18 teams and a purse of $864. 1st Tommy Naylor and Bobby 
Savage $259, 2nd Bobby Savage and Danny Brown $346.

#12 Mixed class had 38 teams going for $1,140. 1st Danny Brown and Brandy Wiley 
$456, 2nd Brandon Moncus and Nancy Perry $171, 3rd Andy Anglin and Devin Reader 
$228, 4th Bobby Savage and Sonya Buckner $114.

Rookie #11 with #2 cap on sorter had 46 teams and a payout of $1,380. 1st Seth Adams 
and Sonya Buckner $470, 2nd Ashlee Miller and Mike McMain $372, 3rd Brian Johnson 
and Brian Buckner $276, 4th Rip Rippy and Brian Buckner $138, 5th Ashlee Miller and 
Wayne McManus $124.

The last class for the show was the # 8 Handicap sort with 39 teams $1,170 was up for 
grabs. 1st Michael Lambert and Josh Clark $468, 2nd Jana Mills and Nick Mills $352, 
3rd Nancy Perry and Steve Welch $234, 4th Brian Johnson and Leila Savage $118.

We would like to say a special thanks to Laura Miller for coming and running the office. 
Great Job. Thanks to all those that helped we could not have run the show as efficiently 
with out you. Don’t forget to join us at our next RSNC Show in Magee, MS January 28, 
2012. Check out the flyer at bucknercowhorses.com under events. See you down the road.

Brian, Sonya, & Shiann Buckner
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 I’m 59 year old, and brand new to cattle sorting.  After many 
years of riding english, I attended a Buck Brannaman clinic this 
fall.  I participated in the horsemanship, a.m. part of the clinic and 
sat and watched the cow clinic that followed that afternoon.  I can’t 
say I was hooked, but I was interested.  The next weekend, Tony and 
Jenny Vought held a cow clinic in Fair Play, Missouri.  I was taking 
two horses down for training anyway, so decided to attend the clinic 
to see if it might be something I might like.  I can’t put into words 
how much I enjoyed my first experience with cows.  My horse had 
never worked cows, and she surprised the heck out of everyone.  All 
teeth and pinned ears, she was relentless.  What struck me was how 
we both were so focused on doing the job.  I had been working for 
this kind of connection with a horse my whole life, and there it was.  
I ordered a western saddle from Skip Henderson, and put my enlish 
saddle away for good. 
 The next weekend I was invited to head down to southern 
Kansas to help out on a working cattle ranch.  We would need to do 
some sorting, and move the herd from their pasture, to the pens for 
vaccinations and back to another pasture.  I think there were about 
300 heifers and calves to move and sort.  Since my riding horse was 
down in Missouri, I took my spooky, reactive, little quarter horse 
mare that I hadn’t ridden in three years.  In a clinic, you introduce a 
horse new to cows by tracking one cow.  Little Bit tracked 300 cows.  
She not only didn’t spook, she was about as focused as I’ve ever seen 
a horse.  I thought it, she did it.  Including galloping after wayward 
heifers that decided to make a brake for it.  My mare never gallops.  
Ever.  For the first time, I felt that centaur feeling.  My mind and her 
mind were one.  Her feet were my feet.  Connection beyond anything 
I thought was possible.  She collected up like a dressage horse and 
gave me the nicest little trot you’d ever sit.  Cows pressed so tight 
on my legs at times, I couldn’t see the ground.  Their backs higher 
than my horse’s, and with no hesitation, she went in and got her cow.  
Nicely too.  Real calm, and the cow acted like she was pleased to 
help us out. 
 I sure hope RSNC can make it out here to the Kansas
Missouri area.  There’s a lot of interest, it makes for a great family 
sport, and even an old lady like me can get out there, have fun and 
compete.  I haven’t been this excited about riding ever.  I’m pretty 
sure my horses feel the same way.  Deb Johnson

“Notice Eclipse is wearing a halter and lead rope.  I hopped on to do one more round of sorting at the last 
minute.  Her first day working cows and I’ve never had her as focused or connected.  We moved as one.  

Loose rein, her feet, my feet.  Every horse there was working cows for the first time.  Every rider there had 
the same experience with thier horses.  Dressage riders, trail riders, english, western, old and young.  Every 
horse seemed to have found thier purpose in life.  I went home, sold my dressage saddle and contacted Skip 

Henderson to make me a western, cow appropriate, jewel of a saddle.  Sorting has totallyl changed my focus 
in riding.  I’m gonna need to get some cows.  This is SO like a drug! “

Sorting Is Addicting!

Ramping Up Horse Tracking At RSNC
 With RSNC’s new alliance with AQHA, horse tracking now becomes 
even more exciting. Therefore we are ramping up our horse tracking program. 
Beginning January 1st 2012 to be entered into the horse earnings and qualify for 
the Horse of the Year in our Hall of Fame within your state and nationally there 
will be a $2.00 tracking and processing fee per show/per horse. At each show 
there will be a Horse Tracking form to be filled out by the contestant and turned 
into the office. Contestants may want to make copies of their cards for future 
shows. Below is an example of what will be required on the card. This is the 
contestants responsibility to complete the Horse Tracking card, not the producer.

 This tracking system not only gives recognition to your best partner 
(your horse) but it also increases it’s  value  by permanently registering it’s 
winnings within the sport. Horse Tracking dollars will be posted to our website 
throughout the year.

Owner’s Name_________________________________________________________

Rider’s Name__________________________________________________________ 
    (if different than Owner)

Horse Name___________________________________________________________ 
                            (please write clearly, we are not responsible for name misspellings)

Date/location of show____________________________________________________

Classes Entered_________________________________________________________

Registered? Y / N

Horse Registration #_____________________________________________________

Horse’s Home State______________________________________________________
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Due to space issues, these pages list up to the top 10 individuals in each division only. For a complete listing of the Saddle Race go to the RSNC website at www.ranchsorting.com

*	Indicates	Frozen	Competitor
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UPCOMING EVENTS
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Diesel Exhaust Fluid is the Devil...
Ok now that we have that out there let’s talk trucks!  My name is Britt Woods and I’m one of you.  I have been riding RSNC for about 4 years now and have loved every minute of 

it.  I am also a salesman with John Vance Autogroup and Country Ford.  I have paid for my fun by selling trucks to farmers, ranchers, oil field companies, construction companies and 
people like you.  I love what I do and would not change a thing about it for the world, I have met some wonderful people that introduced me to the sport of sorting.

The one thing I have heard over the last year at every show I go to is how much diesel exhaust fluid is, the worst thing to happen to diesel trucks ever.  I listen to all the reasons that 
everybody comes up with that it cost $10 a gallon, it adds $100 to the cost of an oil change, you have to fill that tank every time you fill up with diesel and my favorite you will get 

stranded on the side of the road if you try to get away from home because you can’t find it anywhere but a dealership.  I am going to take a few minutes to debunk a few of these myths 
and I look forward to seeing you down the road.

It cost $10 a gallon.  Really, that is so far from the truth.  You should pay between $2-5 a gallon depending on where you purchase it from.   You can buy it at parts stores like NAPA 
and Autozone, Tractor Supply, Atwoods, and most any farm and ranch store as well as your dealership should top it off every oil change for you.

It adds a $100 or more to the cost of an oil change.  I wish but in reality it adds about $25- 50 to the cost of an oil change.  The real extra cost of the oil change is the use of a semi-
synthetic oil to even a full synthetic oil for today’s diesels.  The new diesels today operate at such a high pressure environment that a true natural oil will not hold up to the everyday 

stresses that we put on them.  I highly recommend at least a semi-synthetic diesel oil for every one of my customers for every oil change, it may cost a little more but it will save you a 
bunch down the line.

You have to fill every time you fill up the truck.  Boy the whoppers don’t get much bigger than this one!  All the manufactures have made this a 7-8,000 mile range and if you keep 
your oil changes at 5,000 miles than you will find that you only top the tank.  Now don’t get me wrong idle time and load can cause you to use more of it but unless you have a hole 
in the tank you should only be topping the tank every 5,000 miles with an oil change, and it is because of that topping the tank you should feel good about hitting the road for your 

favorite sorting spot!!
If you would like to talk trucks please feel free to contact me at (405) 229-5690 or britt@brittwoodsdirect.com, I always look forward to making new friends and ride partners.   
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Gill, CO
It was Wolfe Productions first ranch sorting event at Rappel’s Indoor Arena.  It was 
the perfect setting for a cold November day.  The cold weather did not keep sort-
ers away, as there were  224 teams in attendance.  Thanks to the show staff: Mandy 
Wolfe, Marcy and BaileyMonnahan, LeAnne Dingman, Desiree Wailes, Ashley 
Hooley, Danny May, Logan Wolfe, Kason Wolfe and Val Rodriguez for keeping the 
show running smoothly.  Special thanks to Wayne Lockwood for taking pictures of 
Wolfe Productions events.  Wolfe Productions looks forward to seeing you in 2012!
 Congratulations to all the winners!

 # 10 Handicap
Mark Bernhardt
Gina Harvey
# 11 Rookie HC (2 cap sorter)
Frank Schwegel
Ritha Swan
# 12 Masters HC
Jim Newcomb
Steven Torrance
# 14 Ranch Hand HC
Mark Bernhardt
Gina Harvey
# 4
Michelle McGregor
Ritha Swan

# 6 Handicap
Kevin Speer
Logan Swan
All Levels Handicap
Carrie Garland
Kason Wolfe
Beginner Sort & Buckle Winners
Keith Moore
Renee Moore
Youth
Bailey Monnahan
Audrey Wheatley
#2 Buckle Winner
Helen Sumner
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Winfield, PA
PENNSYLVANIA RSNC CHAMPIONSHIP FINALS.

On November12, Circle B Arena LLC, owned by Greg and 
Beth Byers, had the privilege to host the first Pennsylvania 
RSNC Championship Finals. Throughout the 2011 season, 
riders were yielded from Connecticut, New York, New 
Jersey, Maryland, Georgia and Florida to RSNC’s first 
Pennsylvania sanctioned producer, Greg Byers, Circle B 
Arena LLC near the town of Winfield in the Susquehanna 
Valley.

The show was postponed from the original scheduled date 
of October 29th date due to freak weather prediction of up 
to 10 inches of snow, uncommon to central Pennsylvania 
for the season. November 12th turned out to be a beautiful, 
sunny day with temperatures in the 50’s.  The cattle were 
running well and the horses were ready to go. 170 teams 
were set to run with an accumulative cash jackpot of $2905 
to be  paid out.

Cash winnings were awarded in multiple places of the five 
divisions offered and first place winners were:
All Levels Handicap won by to Chelsea Magaha and Casey 
Hoffa
#5 Handicap won by Justin Nester and Deb Sidle
#10 Handicap (Masters) won by Rich Hoffa and Brad Wiest
#9 Handicap won by Chelsea Magaha and Samantha King
#11 Rookie Handicap won by Greg Maust and Greg Byers

The coveted RSNC Championship Finals vest were awarded 
to the high points winners of the Masters, #1 through #5 
rated riders in Pennsylvania as follows:

Masters – Rich Hoffa
#1 – Gloria Morrison
#2 – Daniel Tharp
#3 - Samantha King
#4 – Casey Hoffa
#5 – Rich Hoffa

Many THANKS are extended to all of the riders and our 
production staff that came out in 2011 to support RSNC and 
Circle B Arena LLC.  Best wishes for a healthy and winning 
New Year.

Greg and Beth Byers

 

STATE 
FINALS
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For the membership of RSNC, we at Atwood Hat Co. would like to offer black and chocolate  5X hats that retail for $215.00 for 174.95 and buckskin, 
traditional silverbelly that retail for $240.00 for $200.00.  If you want a 4 1/2 or 5 inch brim, add $5.00.  These hats are available in Low Crown, 

Regular Crown, Open Crown or Square Top. We are also offering the 4X black for $135 for a 4 inch brim and $140 for a 4 1/2 inch brim. RSNC has 
been very good to us and the members have always been friendly and welcoming to their events.  These hats are 100% rabbit fur and hand crafted as are 

all of our felt hats.  I hope this discount is helpful to the membership of RSNC.




